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JavaScript & jQuery: The Missing ManualPogue Press, 2011

	
		JavaScript lets you supercharge your HTML with animation, interactivity, and visual effects—but many web designers find the language hard to learn. This jargon-free guide covers JavaScript basics and shows you how to save time and effort with the jQuery library of prewritten JavaScript code. You’ll soon be building web...
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Foundation Flash CatalystFriends of Ed, 2010

	This book offers an introduction to Flash Catalyst for designers with intermediate to advanced skills. It discusses where Catalyst sits within the production process and how it communicates with other programs. It covers all of the features of the Flash Catalyst workspace, teaching you how to create designs from scratch, how to build...
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HTML5 for PublishersO'Reilly, 2011

	HTML5 is revolutionizing the Web, and now it's coming to your ebook reader! With the release of the EPUB 3 specification, HTML5 support is officially a part of the EPUB standard, and publishers are able to take full advantage of HTML5's rich...
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Designing Distributed Learning Environments with Intelligent Software AgentsInformation Science Publishing, 2005
This book benefits the AI (artificial intelligence) and educational communities in their research and development, offering new and interesting research issues surrounding the development of distributed learning environments in the Semantic Web age.

With the rapid development of computer network and information technologies, especially...
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The Book of JavaScript: A Practical Guide to Interactive Web PagesNo Starch Press, 2000
Most Web developers pick up a book to learn how to use a language like   JavaScript, looking for practical examples of how to get things done. The   Book of JavaScript: A Practical Guide to Interactive Web Pages  is plenty   practical, and hits the mark as a reader-friendly and well-organized tutorial on   JavaScript.
    The book...
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Dreamweaver CS5.5 Mobile and Web Development with HTML5, CSS3, and jQueryPackt Publishing, 2011

	With this book and your knowledge of Dreamweaver you'll be able to confidently enter the brave new world of HTML5, CSS3, and jQuery. Learning is easy thanks to a hands-on, step-by-step approach. Overview Create web pages in Dreamweaver using the latest technology and approach Add multimedia and interactivity to your websites Optimize your...
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JavaFX 1.2 Application Development CookbookPackt Publishing, 2010

	JavaFX Script enables you to easily create rich Internet applications by embedding multimedia components. Although you can create stylish Internet applications by modifying these default components, even advanced users find it challenging to create impressive feature-rich Internet applications with JavaFX. Also, there are limited JavaFX...
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Beginning jQuery 2 for ASP.NET Developers: Using jQuery 2 with ASP.NET Web Forms and ASP.NET MVCApress, 2013

	jQuery is the most popular JavaScript library in use today, appearing on nearly two thirds of the 10,000 most visited sites on the web. With this sort of popularity, it’s clear that ASP.NET developers can’t afford to miss out.


	By combining jQuery with ASP.NET you get the best of both worlds: the client-side...
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JavaScript Creativity: Exploring the Modern Capabilities of JavaScript and HTML5Apress, 2014

	JavaScript Creativity teaches you how to use every feature of this versatile and powerful language in exciting and creative ways. JavaScript can be used for so much more than simple interactivity. Master your use of canvas, animation, audio and video, 3D visualizations, motion detection and real-time collaboration. In every chapter...
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Macromedia Dreamweaver 8 Advanced for Windows and Macintosh : Visual QuickPro GuidePeachpit Press, 2005
Need to take your Macromedia Dreamweaver skills to the next level? You don't have to be a programmer to build interactivity into your site. You just need Dreamweaver 8Macromedia's powerful new Web design and development toolaccess to a Web server and an application server, and a copy of Macromedia...
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HTML5 CanvasO'Reilly, 2011

	
		HTML5 Canvas offers developers the chance to create animated graphics in ordinary web browsers using common tools: HTML and JavaScript. Canvas is one of the most visible parts of HTML5, fueling demo after demo, game after game. It offers interactivity with great visuals, and provides tremendous freedom to do whatever you want in the...
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JavaScript Programmer's ReferenceApress, 2013

	JavaScript Programmer's Reference is an invaluable resource that won't stray far from your desktop (or your tablet!). It contains detailed information on every JavaScript object and command, and combines that reference with practical examples showcasing how you can use those commands in the real world....
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